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PETER
SISSONS
MY VIEW
An hour-long BBC News At
Ten could be a huge success,
says the show’s former anchor

Downton
Abbey
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umours are rife that the BBC is planning to extend its nightly weekday
news bulletin from 30 minutes to
one hour, and I don’t think it’s a bad
idea. I was a trainee at ITN in 1967,
the year its News At Ten, Britain’s first half-hour
news broadcast, was launched – albeit with opposition from ITV bosses who thought the money could
be better spent on entertainment programmes.
Before that, news bulletins had been no more
than 15 minutes. Nonetheless, ITN’s half-hour
news was given a 13-week trial run, with many at
ITV convinced that nobody would watch. They
were proved wrong. At its peak, News At Ten
had audiences of around 14 million. It also forced
the BBC to extend its own nightly news bulletin.
Fifteen years later, in 1982, I was the launch presenter of Britain’s first hour-long news on Channel 4.
Again, there was huge scepticism as to whether an
hour-long news programme could succeed – but it
became a great success and went on to win three
BAFTAs in the seven years I presented it. Channel 4
is now unthinkable without this show.
So we’ve proved that extending the news can
work. Yes, the television landscape has changed
since, with the coming of rolling 24-hour news.
People can also access news online in a way they
couldn’t back then. But quality shines through
and I think a revamped, extended BBC News At
Ten could be a great success.
The world is also a far more complicated place
these days, with wars, mass migrations, terrorism
and huge advances in science. Stories cascade out
of nowhere, and the conventional two minutes per
story on a 25-minute news bulletin is no longer
enough to cover these hugely important events.
For a new, extended news programme to work
though, the BBC needs to really shake things up. An
extended News At Ten has to aim to be the best news
programme around, and if it does, I think it could
get acceptable viewing figures and re-establish the
BBC’s news credentials. Essential to that is tackling
the widespread perception of bias across a range of
issues, one of which is that there’s a deliberate editorial policy of stifling debate about climate change.
There’s one further caveat. Both the ITN News
At Ten and Channel 4 News were happy ships
with inspired leadership when they made those
leaps forward. In contrast, the BBC is going
through a rough patch. Redundancies are in the
air, staff are worried about the future and morale
is low. An unhappy, rudderless newsroom will
never be a great platform for launching a successfully revamped BBC News At Ten. n
Peter Sissons’ autobiography When One Door
Closes is out now in paperback.

Julian Fellowes’ drama
begins its final series in
1925, with the great
house facing a smaller
future, and those both
above and below stairs
pondering their next
move. As the social and
financial pressures on
the Crawleys’ (left) way
of life mount, characters
start behaving
uncharacteristically:
Mr Carson expresses
emotion – at length
– and Robert takes the
extraordinary step of
getting his own food
from the kitchen. The
Dowager Countess
remains unmoved by all
the talk of downsizing
(‘I believe many people
live without butlers… so
I’m told,’ she observes),
and there are other small,
light moments that
resist the sunset tone of
an opening episode that
moves at a satisfying clip
and features blackmail,
romance and a (possibly
final) visit from the police
for Anna and Bates.
Tomorrow, 9pm, ITV.
Robin Wiggs

BOX SET RELEASE
The Trials Of
Jimmy Rose
£9.99

An armed robber is
released from prison
dreaming of a happy
life with his wife and
children, but finds
he’s a stranger in his
own home. A great
cast includes Ray
Winstone as Jimmy.
Out now.

Quick Quiz
A few teaser questions
from this week’s top shows

1

In which constituency was
UKIP leader Nigel Farage
defeated in the 2015 election?
Decimate, weekdays, 2.15pm, BBC1
The name of what musical
instrument is also a verb
meaning to collapse in folds?
Mastermind, Friday, 8pm, BBC2
Which herb’s name
derives from the Greek
word for dragon? Fifteen To
One, weekdays, 3pm, Channel 4
Answers on page 19

2
3

look out FOR
Peter Capaldi, dressed in cool

shades, performing a guitar solo
as the Doctor. ‘It took me back
to my days in The Dreamboys,’
says Peter, referring to his career
as lead singer with the Glasgow
punk band. ‘It was great fun,
literally a blast from the past.’ Not
that the opening episode of the new
series is all rock’n’roll – the Doctor
also comes up against a familiar
and terrifying old foe. Doctor
Who, tonight, 7.40pm, BBC1.

freeview pick Mackenzie Crook’s comedy about metal-detecting enthusiasts – or Detectorists (Thursday, 11pm, BBC4)
weekend
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